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Former CMO for Café de Colombia -

Deep Knowledge of GI Branding, 

sustainability and Communications.

Design of unique and memorable 

experiences. For over 15 years, our 

multi-disciplinary team has created 

compelling, immersive experiences for 

a wide range of clients and industries.



Geographical Indications 
Communications Challenges

1
Communicate the value of Origin and territory as a key 
driver for purchase decisions.

2
Deliver experiences that are memorable and support 
word of mouth marketing.

3
Marketing programs that underline the value of origin to 
a larger potential consumer audience.

The origin narrative and 
experience is only 
communicated to those 
that actually travel to 
origin.

In practice, GIs are 
requiring current and 
potential consumers to 
visit to be able to truly 
engage with origin 

Currently being done by 
certain brands or GI 
associations  

Done by some Brands, 
but with emphasis on 
brands, not on origin

GI Associations usually 
have a limited budget to 
perform these functions



Bring the Origin Narrative to a wider audience

The challenge:

Basado en Hall & Winchester (1999)

Connoisseurs 

Already visiting the 

Origin 

Aspirational 

Consumer Category

They want to be able to show off, build their 

self image. They may or may not visit the 

Origin

New or occasional 

consumers

That may become 

interested in category / 

GI



Foreign visitors to Colombia 

The case of Café de Colombia

Ministry of Tourism (2018)

Bogota

1,3 millions

Colombia

2,2 millions

Visiting Central 

Coffee Region

27,000© 4.0 Brands SAS



Have the people come to the origin 



or

Bring the origin where people potentially 

interested about the origin are?



Leveraging Tourism for

origin marketing



World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) latest data available 

The growing International tourism

© 4.0 Brands SAS



Tourists evolving interests 

Change in tourism

Person

Egoistic pleasure seeker

Re-discovered

Being Becoming

Human being

Consiousness Axis Existencial 
aunthenticity

Activity Axis

Exploratory; 
extending;
Other. directed

Role-authenticity

Consolidating; 
recreational;
Repetitive; 
self-directed

Knowledge seeker

Holist



Adapting Trends and Experience 

Tourism

“The emphasis now is on “seeking 
activities that appeal to niche personal 

interests” rather than on “checking 
must-see sites and monuments off the 

to- do list”

Experience and Authenticity : The 
search for authenticity

Experience hardware : New ways to 
bring experiences to consumers



Understanding Authenticity



The Authenticity dilemma in 

Tourism

Three types of Authenticity

Objective authenticity : Experience the 
real world.

Constructive authenticity : Symbolic. The 
experience is perceived not as real but as 
relevant symbol of reality (Culler 1981).

Existential authenticity : It has to do with 
visitor’s personal values and his/her own 
inner search meaning.

1

2

3



The Authenticity dilemma in 

Tourism

Authenticity and originality are concepts that 
can co-exist based on experience generation 

techniques. The reality that is conveyed 
depends on what is communicated, how 

convincing and interesting it is, how it reflects 
on the visitor values and how the symbolic 

authenticity is presented.



Our vision

GIs need to communicate to wider Audiences – Bring GI experiences to 
places already visited by consumers and tourists.1

Leverage Constructive and Existential Authenticity to Deliver Memorable 
Experiences and enlarge the word of Mouth Marketing base to produce 
consumer evangelists.

2

Generate interest to visit the origin / territory top those that had not 
contemplated visiting.3



Our vision: Bring origin to Urban spaces

Communicate origin to wider audiences 
and not just to those consumers 
connoisseurs that would visit the 

territory.

Support territorial marketing for 
consumers seeking objective 

authenticity

• Make origin a key topic for purchase 
decisions to a larger customer base.

• Create alliances with local government.

• Communicate pride,  identity and origin 
values.

• Generate additional revenues for GI 
Associations that can help them to 
become self sustained.



Urban Origin Experiences



La Cité du Vin, Bordeaux



Scotch whisky experience, Edinburg



Origin WisdomTM - Saberes del OrigenTM

Café de Colombia:

Café 
de 

Colombia

Saberes del Origen



Main floor Level  1 Level 2

Colombian Coffee Experience Preliminary site plan



How to achieve it

1. Traditional Retail 
anchors are losing 
relevance. Experiences 
are now key to attract 
traffic.

2. Origin experiences 
can become anchors to 
urban renovation and a 
key success factor for 
urban developers.

3. GIs are instrumental in 
helping developing Origin 
WisdomTM tailored to 
obtain support of local / 
national governments

4. Create experiences 
for industry 
professionals


